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Abstract 

The nuclear industry continues to rise above the challenges it has faced over the years from external 

events and internal events.  Fukushima event has shed light on a few vulnerabilities that could be overcome 

by utilizing the current state of technology. 

Common cause from sea water ingression was not conceived to have the entire electrical power 

system including AC & DC disabled beyond reasonable recovery.  Rather than focusing on the solutions 

for lessons from Fukushima, it is better to address “Fukushima type” events and advance the resilience of 

the NPPs.  The effort needs to be on exploring different approaches to overcome such vulnerabilities so 

that a variety of solutions are available to make appropriate choices on improving NPP ruggedness based 

on anticipated challenges in the regions. 

In a technology neutral approach for light water reactors (LWR) there are 4 critical areas that are 

significant for ensuring nuclear safety. (1) Reactor trip, (2) Depressurization, (3) Emergency Core Cooling, 

and (4) Containment integrity.  The reactor trip had not suffered any significant setbacks in the immediate 

past but provisions to address Anticipated Transients without Scram (ATWS) were generally included in 

most designs. While the technology has advanced, software driven/assisted trips are becoming popular and 

desirable.  However, a diverse approach with least probability of potential interference needs to be 

provided in the control room and remote shutdown area to advance the ruggedness of rector trip.  

Depressurization is essential for passive as well as active cooling systems and therefore the approaches to 

depressurize should have more than one approach to ensure its success.  In the absence of diverse 

approaches to depressurize, it is more important to consider RCS cooling capability during accidents or 

transients while the reactor is at a higher pressure. In the area of Emergency Core Cooling, the events 

history demonstrates greater success on diversity than increasing redundancy.  There are several events 

both external and internal that could cause the failure of AC motor driven cooling systems.  DC operated 

steam driven systems and diesel driven cooling systems have avoided several near core melt conditions. 

Containment Integrity is the last defence for protecting the people and the environment.  Diversity in 

containment cooling is essential for keeping the pressure transients under control.  Design provisions to 

connect potable cooling systems for heat removal and capability to flood the reactor cavity are essential.  

Recognizing the remote possibility of a severe accident, reliable containment venting (capability to operate 

with potable energy sources) and filtering could be explored as an option for ensuring an additional layer 

of protection. These four critical areas need to be viewed as layers in the defence of depth and 

consequently would require a design that fully removes and common cause failures. Ruggedness of these 

layers can be achieved only when the process signal sources, power supply and processing of the logic is 

executed independently. The electrical power system should be re-evaluated for bringing flexibility and 

adaptability for achieving greater level of safety. 

Key Words:  Fukushima, reactor trip, depressurization, emergency core cooling, containment 

integrity 
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1. Background 

The nuclear industry has faced several challenges resulting from major plant events but it continues to 

rise above the challenges from both external and internal events.  Fukushima event of 2011 has shed light 

on a few new vulnerabilities such as common cause failures of the entire electrical power system, extended 

station blackout, loss of infra-structure for long term, etc., These problems could be overcome utilizing the 

current state of technology.  

External events have been addressed in varying degrees based on the historical data available in 

several regions.  Hurricanes, seismic events, flooding etc., have been considered to be manageable with the 

design and compensatory measures that were developed for plant specific applications.  A large scale 

Tsunami that could disable the electrical infra-structure for both offsite and onsite was an unprecedented 

event.  A sea water ingression as a common cause was not conceived to have the entire electrical power 

system including AC & DC disabled beyond reasonable recovery.  Rather than focusing on the specific 

solutions and lessons from Fukushima, it is better to address “Fukushima type” events and advance the 

resilience of the NPPs.  The effort needs to be on exploring different approaches to overcome such 

vulnerabilities so that a variety of solutions are available to the  designers and owners to make appropriate 

choices for improving NPP ruggedness based on anticipated challenges in specific regions. 

2. Nuclear Safety Basics 

It is essential to review the primary goals while seeking to find better solutions to the evolving 

challenges. The reactor can be brought to safe conditions from an operating mode by terminating the chain 

reaction and making prompt provisions for removing decay heat.  Most reactors are operating at an 

elevated pressure and temperature while sustaining a chain reaction for producing power.  In a technology 

neutral approach for Light Water Reactors (LWR) there are 4 critical areas that are significant for ensuring 

nuclear safety. (1) Reactor trip, (2) Depressurization, (3) Emergency Core Cooling, and (4) Containment 

Integrity.  The approaches should consider each function to be critical and design a high level of reliability 

for ensuring nuclear safety under all anticipated conditions.   

 

3. Approaches for Rugged Design   

3.1  Reactor Trip 

The capability for reactor trip had not suffered any significant setbacks in the immediate past because 

the lessons from the past have been addressed reasonably well.  These lessons have to be guarded 

adequately to preserve its demonstrated reliability and advance in performance.  A failure to trip the reactor 

occurred resulting from the binding of the breaker trip bar inside the breaker mechanism that was not 

overcome by the energy stored in the charged spring.  The technology at the time was to rely on the 

compressed spring force for actuating the trip bar on a valid trip demand.  This binding issue was removed 

by adding another DC solenoid that was energized to actuate the trip bar with more force thus bringing in 

diversity to trip bar operation of the breaker.  In addition, further provisions were made to address 

Anticipated Transients without Scram (ATWS).  The concise requirements in this area are in 

10CFR50.62
1
.  The ATWS solutions required alternate methods to terminate the chain reaction.  While the 

technology has advanced, software driven/assisted trips are becoming popular and desirable.  However, a 

diverse approach with least probability of potential interference needs to be provided in the control room 

and remote shutdown area to enhance the ruggedness of rector trip.   

                                                      
1
.  United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of Federal Regulations Section 10 Energy Part 50 
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Reactor Trip (inserting the control rods to terminate fission) is a critical nuclear safety function and 

therefore, it must be independent of other critical functions.  On June 29, 2007, North Anna Power Station 

experienced a spurious actuation of reactor trip, and emergency core cooling injection into the reactor 

caused by a diode failure
2
.  Because of the nature of the failure, the licensee could not reset from the 

control room the actuation signal for some “B” train equipment, which resulted in overfilling the 

pressurizer and multiple actuations of a pressurizer power-operated relief valve (PORV) to limit Reactor 

Coolant System (RCS) pressure. RCS inventory from the PORV discharged to the pressurizer relief tank 

(PRT), rupturing one of the PRT rupture disks, which allowed RCS water to reach the containment 

basement.  The operators had to detach relays, remove fuses etc., to reset the actuation. While large scale 

integration has certain inherent benefits in reducing cost and operational convenience, it is proving to be 

undesirable for the prompt resetting safety injection actuation or for reverting to manual actions during 

emergency. 

 

The Figure A.2 and A.3 are excerpts from the IEEE 603-2009
3
 that is endorsed by the USNRC. These 

two diagrams in the appendix are given in the standard to clearly explain that the reactor trip function 

needs to have independent signals for plant variables, power supply and its actuation.  The diagram in the 

left points to the variables (process signals) exclusively supplying input for reactor trip function.  The 

power supply block is supporting the respective support systems associated with reactor trip function. 

The diagram on the right indicates similar requirements for emergency core cooling system. The 

power supply is shown to be different than for reactor trip with “1E” sign to indicate that it should have a 

                                                      
2
. US Nuclear Regulatory Commission Information Notice 2009-03  

http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML0830/ML083080368.pdf 

3
. 603-2009 - IEEE Standard Criteria for Safety Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations 

http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/603-2009.html 
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higher pedigree in relation to the power supply for reactor trip in that the reactor trip could be 

accomplished with a fail-safe logic.  This approach provides a full diversity between reactor trip and 

emergency core cooling.  (See section 4.0 for specific details on electrical power supply arrangements). 

3.2  Depressurization  

RCS depressurization is essential for passive as well as active cooling systems and therefore, the 

approaches to depressurize should have more than one method to ensure its success even though the 

actuation logic is developed as part of emergency core cooling.  The technological advancements have led 

to software driven systems and usually the manual actions from control room also rely on certain level of 

software assistance.  However, it is highly advisable to preserve a direct wired manual depressurization 

capability or a manual valve opening provision from an accessible location, to be utilized during 

emergency to overcome any potential software lock up or other magnetic/electronic interferences. 

3.3  Emergency Core Cooling 

Even when there is a diverse approach for depressurization, it is essential to consider RCS cooling 

capability during accidents or transients while the reactor is holding a higher pressure. In the area of 

Emergency Core Cooling, the events history demonstrates greater success for diversity than increase in 

redundancy.  An extended nuclear station blackout occurred at Narora Unit #1
4
 .  A main turbine blade 

ejection resulted in lubricating oil fire that expanded into a hydrogen fire.  The entire AC power system 

failed that disabled all electric driven emergency core cooling. The failures of the electrical buses made all 

the motor driven cooling systems inoperable even though power sources are available.  Diesel driven fire 

pumps were the only operable safety system and it injected water into the steam generator and prevented a 

core failure. The Fukushima event of 2011 caused a similar failure of all AC systems beyond reasonable 

recovery both on site and off site. The isolation condenser and steam driven cooling systems were the only 

operable systems in this event.  These systems should be designed for very long-term operation, well 

beyond 90 days, to ensure cold shutdown. 

There are several events both external and internal that could cause the failure of AC motor driven 

cooling systems.  DC operated steam driven systems and diesel driven cooling systems have avoided 

several near core melt conditions. Diversity in emergency core cooling capability is critical for overcoming 

such common cause failures. It is more beneficial to increase diversity rather than increase redundancy 

beyond three trains.  

3.4  Containment Integrity 

Containment Integrity is the last defence for protecting the people and the environment.  The 

capability of the containment needs to be evaluated against a severe accident and therefore the design 

should withstand such events. Diversity in containment cooling is essential for keeping the pressure 

transients under control.  Design provisions to connect potable cooling systems for heat removal and 

capability to flood the reactor cavity are essential.  Recognizing the remote possibility of a severe accident, 

reliable containment venting (capability to operate with potable energy sources) and filtering would be 

necessary for ensuring an additional layer of protection especially if the plant is near populous regions.  

These four critical areas for nuclear safety need to be viewed as separate layers of the defence in 

depth and consequently would require a design that fully removes any common cause failures.  

Ruggedness in each of these layers can be achieved only when the process signals, power supplies and 

processing of the logic is conducted independently.   These systems should have a manual over ride 

capability with least interferences as an added layer of diversity.  

                                                      
4
.  IAEA International Reporting System (IRS) No: 6341- http://irs.iaea.org/wfrmAvailableReports.aspx 
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4. Robust Electrical Power System 

4.1  AC System 

The general requirements for reactor safety are addressed in IAEA document on Safety of Nuclear 

Power Plants
5
.  The IAEA safety Guide

6
 on electrical power system is being revised to further enhance the 

requirements on diversity.  In light of the above critical functions discussed above for LWRs, the electrical 

power system should be re-evaluated for bringing flexibility and adaptability for achieving greater level of 

safety. The robustness of the onsite power system could be improved by incorporating the lessons from the 

historical events and preserving them.  For reactors with active core cooling systems, onsite AC power is 

very critical.  Even for passive reactors, it is advisable to have reliable onsite offsite power sources as back 

up for emergency and long term core cooling.  

The electrical one line diagram provides certain expanded features for a rugged onsite AC power 

system.  Some of general concepts given below are shared in IEEE standard 765
7
 while it is not stated as a 

requirement but as suggested approaches. 

1. Generator output  breaker to disconnect the plant from the grid while the support system gets 

uninterrupted power. It removes the need for a fast transfer to offsite power. 

2. Each safety bus provided with two diverse offsite power sources without any intervening buses to 

advance its reliability 

3. The safety buses have a dedicated emergency diesel generator, and a connection to the Alternate 

AC power bus with more than one source. 

 

                                                      
5
. Safety of Nuclear Power Plants: Design: No. SSR-2/1: wwwpub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/Pub1534_web.pdf. 

6
. Design of Emergency Power Systems NS-G-1.8 : www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/Pub1188_web.pdf. 

7
.  IEEE Standard for Preferred Power Supply (PPS) for Nuclear Power Generating Stations (NPGS). 
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4.2  DC System 

The DC bus is essential for providing electrical protection for the AC buses and switchgear. It also the 

motive power for the operation of breakers that power AC motor driven pumps and it is required for 

automatically and manually realigning available AC power sources.  It powers certain critical valves under 

station blackout conditions until AC power is recovered. .   

The onsite DC system should be designed with provisions for further increasing the availability of DC 

bus.  Historically, a failure of DC bus is the lowest in the electrical power system.  However, the non-

electric cooling systems (Steam / diesel/compressed air driven injection) should make provisions for 

locally powering critical components when plant events lead to failures at the bus level. 

The figure below provides further clarifications on how the reactor protection system and emergency 

core cooling could be separated to bring out independence.  The power system  can be powered though two 

off site power sources, one diesel generator , and an additional swing battery charger that could be powered 

from potable/ alternate power source.  One or two trains of the equipment, if not all parts of the systems 

should be designed to withstand external events. These provisions would further improve the ruggedness of 

the DC power system.  
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The design should further make provisions for external powering and cross connecting of critical 

monitoring and control functions to deal with extreme emergencies.  An additional provision is to  replicate 

the critical controls at the remote shutdown station. 

5. Conclusions 

The resiliance of the current nuclear industry is the result of excellent engineering and extremely 

trained operating staff prepared to handle anticipated challenges.  The insights we have gathered from the 

historic events should ispire our thoughts for advancing the design into a higher pleateau of robustness. 

The Fuskushima event should  inspire our endeavour to ensure nuclear safety even under extreme effects 

of nature’s challenges. 

The four elements that contribute to protecting the people and environment are the effectivenes in (1) 

Reator Trip, (2) Depressurization, (3) Emergency Core Cooling, and (4) Containment Integrity. In each of 

these elements, defence in depth should be should be seperately addressed.  The benefits of diversity needs 

to be recognized and implemented instead expanding more in redundancy. Provision for a manual over ride 

with least interferences would form an added layer of diversity for emergency use. 
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